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Abstract: Subsurface scattering within translucent objects is a complex phenomenon. Designing
and rendering this kind of material requires a faithful description of their aspects as well as a realistic simulation of their interaction with light. This paper presents an efficient rendering technique of
multilayered translucent objects. We present a new method for modeling and rendering such complex organic materials made up of multiple layers of variable thickness. Based on the relief texture
mapping algorithm, our method calculates the single scattering contribution for this kind of material
in real-time using commodity graphics hardware. Our approach needs the calculation of distances
traversed by a light ray through a translucent object. This calculation is required for evaluating
the attenuation of light within the material. We use a surface approximation algorithm to quickly
evaluate these distances. Our whole algorithm is implemented using pixel shaders.
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Subsurface Texture Mapping
Résumé : La diffusion de la lumire l’intrieur de matriaux participants est un phnomne complexe.
Pour modliser et rendre de tels matriaux, il est ncessaire d’avoir une description adapte de ceux-ci
ainsi qu’une simulation raliste de leurs interactions avec la lumire. Ce papier prsente une technique
de rendu adapte aux matriaux multicouches. Cette nouvelle mthode permet de modliser des matriaux
organiques complexes composs de couches multiples paisseur variable. Base sur l’algorithme du
relief mapping, notre mthode permet le calcul temps rel de la diffusion simple pour ce type de matriau, et ce en exploitant les performances des cartes graphiques. Notre mthode ncessite le calcul des
distances parcourues par la lumire l’intrieur des diffrentes couches du matriau. Ce calcul est ncessaire pour l’valuation de l’attnuation de la lumire l’intrieur du matriau. Nous proposons d’utiliser
un algorithme d’approximation de surface pour raliser ce calcul rapidement. Notre algorithme est
implement l’aide de pixel shader.
Mots clés : Rendu temps reel, GPU, Diffusion sous-surfacique
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Introduction

Rendering realistic materials is essential for creating convincing images. The interactions between
light and materials are often modeled by a BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function)
which assumes that light enters and exits the surface at the same point. This assumption does not
hold for many materials such as marble, wax, milk, leaves and human skin. For these translucent
materials, light does not only reflect off the surface, but scatters inside the medium before leaving
the surface. This phenomenon is called subsurface scattering. Since such materials are often seen
in our day-to-day life, it is essential to offer solutions to the rendering of translucent materials.
The effects of subsurface scattering are multiple: the objects appear smooth and soft since light is
diffused beneath their surface. For some complex materials, this phenomenon can also exhibit their
inner composition. Veins are visible under human skin, for instance.

Figure 1: Subsurface texture mapping.
This paper presents a rendering technique for materials made up of multiple layers, the thickness of
which is not necessarily considered as constant unlike existing methods. In such a case, the inner
composition of the material can be perceived as shown in Figure 1, exhibiting blurry details inside
the translucent object where the scattering parameters vary. We used the concept of relief texture
mapping [1] to model the interior of a material. However, instead of representing the surface details,
we use this method to represent the inner structure of the object. Therefore, the layers of the material
are described by a simple 2D texture, where each channel encodes a thickness. Since our method
is not limited to locally flat surfaces, a useful surface approximation is used to quickly estimate the
single scattering term.
We propose a simple but realistic method that offers a real-time estimation of the single scattering
term for such complex materials. Our method could be considered between subsurface rendering
methods based on surfaces and 3D texture-based algorithms. Furthermore, our solution also provides
a compact way to design translucent objects using a small amount of data, whereas 3D texturing
requires a large amount of memory storage.
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This paper is structured as follows. Section 1.1 summarizes the related works and presents our
motivations while Section 1.2 outlines our method that is described in detail in Section 2. Section 3
shows some results and Section 4 concludes this paper.

1.1 Related Work and Motivations
The radiative transport Equation [2], describing the subsurface scattering phenomenon, is too complex to be fully computed at interactive frame rates. Furthermore, the parameters of this equation
such as the scattering coefficient or the phase function, can vary in the case of non uniform media or
translucent object. Therefore, for materials such as marble, smoke, or layered materials such as skin
or plant leaves, we cannot use the approximations usually proposed for simplifying the equations.
Light scattering within participating media or translucent objects can be computed using multiple
methods such as path tracing [3], volumetric photon mapping [4] and diffusion approximation [5].
Most of these methods offer an accurate estimation of subsurface scattering for offline rendering but
does not allow a fast rendering of translucent materials. However, in most cases, the computational
cost of those methods prevents their use for real-time rendering of translucent objects.
The dipole based method due to Jensen et al [6] and proposed in real-time by [7, 8], deals with uniform materials, using a BSSRDF model (bidirectional subsurface scattering reflectance distribution
function). Donner et al. [9] recently proposed a multipole based method to estimate subsurface scattering within layered materials. This new method, extension of the previous dipole approximation,
provides realistic results close to Monte Carlo estimations. Nevertheless, if the algorithm proposes
realistic and close to physically correct results, it does not offer interactive frame rates useful in many
applications. Another real-time method [10] addresses scattering for general participating media but
does not deal with multilayered materials.
3D textures [11] is the commonly used method to describe complex and translucent objects. They allow to describe the inner composition of an object, such as the organs of a human body and thereby,
as well as the rendering of the interior of the objects. Path tracing can be used for a correct estimation of subsurface scattering. Implementation relying on 3D textures and using the GPU have
been proposed in [12]. However, 3D textures require large amounts of data which can be a major
constraint for real-time rendering. Note that some objects do not require a complex description deep
beneath the surface. For example, the human skin presents particularities, such as veins, within a
small depth beneath the surface. In this case, 3D textures appear unnecessary and limiting. For that
particular case, we need both a surface description and a volume description, giving further details
close to the object’s surface only.
In this paper, we propose a novel description of complex materials. Rather than using the wellknown 3D textures, we propose the use of simple 2D textures well handled by graphics hardware.
Our method can be considered as an alternative method for computing single scattering within multilayered materials in real-time. Our approach allows a realistic description of the layers of variable
thickness using subsurface texture mapping. Our method follows a similar concept than relief tex-
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ture mapping introduced by Policarpo et al. [1] and recently proposed to describe non-height-field
surface details with multiple layers[13]. Relief texture mapping offers highly realistic appearance to
synthetic objects while using a simple geometry: fine details upon the surface are represented with
a 2D texture. However, in our case, the details are not above but beneath the surface, which creates,
for instance, particular veins effect.

1.2 Overview

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Figure 2(a) presents a simple layered material and figure 2(b) a material composed of
layers with variable thickness.
In this paper we propose a new approach to modeling and real-time rendering of translucent organic
materials. The materials considered in our case are composed of multiple layers, each one having
particular properties. In contrast to methods using planar layers, our method computes single scattering into layers of variable thickness (cf. Figure 2). With these material properties one can render
new effects not visible for layers of constant thickness. In order to provide a real-time but realistic
rendering, we limit our computation to single scattering. Our method, implemented on graphics
hardware, uses a ray marching algorithm illustrated in Figure 3.
Modeling of layered material requires information about the thickness of the layers since this thickness varies beneath the surface. We propose in Subsection 2.1 the use of a 2D texture to store the
thickness of each layer. We use this texture to determine the scattering parameters. The computation
of subsurface scattering within this kind of non homogeneous material requires a knowledge of the
layers’ parameters. To this end, we propose a point and path localization method.
As shown in Figure 3, the reflected luminance at point P is due to single scattering events occurring
along the viewing ray underneath the object’s surface. We compute the contributions of a certain
number of sample points M on the viewing ray until a certain point Mmax after which scattering is
considered as negligible.
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Figure 3: Ray marching algorithm in a multilayered material.
The single scattering contribution, LM (P, ωout ), at a visible point P and due to an inner sample point
M on the viewing ray, is expressed as:
P

LM (P, ωout ) = Q(M, ωout )e

M −σt (s)ds

Q(M, ωout ) = σs (M)p(M, ωout , ωin )Lri (M, ωin ),

(1)
(2)

where Lri (M, ωin ) is the reduced intensity at point M coming from direction ωin and represents
P
the amount of incident light arriving at the inner point M after attenuation. The term e M −σt (s)ds
represents the attenuation of the scattered radiance due to absorption and scattering along the path
from M to P. p(M, ωout , ωin ) is the phase function and describes how the light coming from the
incident direction ωin is scattered in the outgoing direction ωout at point M.
The total scattered radiance due to single scattering arriving at the point P is the sum of the contributions of all points M on the viewing ray:
L(P, ωout ) =

 Mmax
P

LM (P, ωout )dM

(3)

We evaluate this last equation using a ray marching algorithm, which discretizes the equation as:
L(P, ωout ) =
=

Mmax

∑ LM (P, ωout )δM

P
Mmax

P

∑ Q(M, ωout )e M −σt (s)ds δM

(4)
(5)

P

where δM is the sampling step along PMmax .
P
The term e M −σt (s)ds is estimated by a ray marching algorithm. This latter performs depth comparisons to determine the extinction coefficient σt for each layer. The estimation of the term Q(M, ωout )
of Equation 1 requires the calculation of the reduced intensity. We show in Subsection 2.2 that the
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estimation of the reduced intensity needs an estimate of the distance KM traversed by the light in
the material. We propose a method to compute an approximate value of this distance. This is one
of the contributions of this paper. The single scattering result Q(M, ωout ) at an inner point M also
depends on the properties of the material. Thereby, we need to determine the layer in which is located the point M, to know for instance the corresponding scattering coefficient σs (M). To this end,
we propose a simple material description that allows fast point localization guided by textures. With
these contributions, detailed in the next section, real-time rendering of subsurface scattering in such
materials can be achieved using graphics hardware. In Subsection 2.3 we propose implementation
solutions for graphics hardware.

2

Our Method

We propose a simple but realistic solution to the rendering of multilayered materials. In our case,
we do not assume the layers with a constant thickness. We limit our computation of subsurface
scattering to single scattering to meet the real-time constraint. The next two subsections present the
subsurface texture mapping idea and a novel method to estimate the reduced intensity on arbitrary,
non planar, polygonal surface described by a mesh. The solutions provided by these two subsections
are combined in our rendering algorithm presented in Subsection 2.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Subsurface Mapping : The Figure 4(a) presents the subsurface texture. The red channel
encodes a layer with a constant thickness, the green and blue ones describe layers composed of veins
with different width. The alpha layer, not visible here, encodes a layer with a uniform thickness. Figure 4(b) shows the representation (cross-section) of such a material. Figure 4(c) shows the resulting
image obtained when applying such a material on an arbitrary surface.

2.1 Subsurface Texture Mapping
In this section, we present the notion of subsurface texture used to describe the internal structure of
a translucent object. Our method, built on the same idea as relief texture mapping proposed by [1],
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uses a texture as a depth map which allows to describe complex objects when mapped onto a flat
polygon as shown in Figure 4. We propose to use a 2D texture to describe our multilayered material.
Indeed, the depth of each non planar layer can be encoded using a relief map. The presence of the
four RGBα channels of a texture allows to define the thickness of four layers. The red channel is
related to the first layer and the other channels to the following layers.
As shown in Figure 5, the depth stored in each channel represents the distance of the layers to the
surface in the direction of the normal. The thickness of a layer can be obtained using the depth
information stored into two consecutive channels. N textures can describe up to 4N layers, which
allows a complex definition of a multilayered material. An algorithm using ray tracing can be used
to compute the subsurface texture when each layer is described by a mesh.

Figure 5: Definition of the subsurface map
Estimating the single scattering at a point M beneath the surface requires information on the layer
in which is located M. By comparing the depth of the point M and the related depth of each layers
stored into the texture, we can determine the layer of interest and use its specific parameters.
The process of mapping our texture of layer thickness onto a polygonal surface is presented in Figure
6 and explained as follows:
• determine PM, with the point M inside the medium and lying on the viewing ray.
• Project the vector PM in the tangent space (defined by the tangent T , normal N and bi-normal
B vectors).
(ds, dt) = (PM · T, PM · B)
• use the projected PM, (ds, dt), and the texture coordinates of the point P, (uP , vP ), to compute
the texture coordinates of M  : (uM , vM ) = (uP , vP ) + (ds, dt)
• determine the layer of the point M by comparing its depth with the depths of the layers stored
in the subsurface texture at (uM , vM ).
This process is illustrated in Figure 6. Point P has a depth equal to zero. 6(b) presents the projection
of the vector PM into the texture space. Note that the tangent and bi-normal are related to the texture
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(a) Profile of the material

(b) Projected vector into the texture

Figure 6: Projection in the tangent space.
coordinates. The tangent gives the direction of variation of the u texture coordinate and the bi-normal
gives the direction of the variation of the coordinate v. For more details see [14] and [1].
This mapping allows a complex description of layered materials with simple localization of points
within it using a single texture lookup. We can describe up to 4N layers using N RGBα textures.
This is one of our contributions. We will see in the Subsection 2.3 how to compute the single
scattering using such a material description.

2.2 Reduced Intensity Estimation
This section gives details on the calculation of the reduced intensity Lri (M, ωin ) (see Equation 2)
which accounts for the attenuation of light within a multilayered material before being scattered.
Refer to Figure 7(a) for the explanations given hereafter.
For the sake of clarity, we first consider the case of a single layer material having a constant extinction
coefficient σt . The calculation of the reduced intensity depends on the amount of light Li (K, ωin )
impinging onto the surface of the medium at a point K and depends on the distance ||KM|| traversed
by the light ray within the medium. The reduced intensity is given by:
Lri (M, ωin ) = Li (K, ωin )e−σt ||KM||

(6)

The problem can be reduced to the computation of the distance KM, the term Li (K, ωin ) is given by
the light source intensity. This distance can be accurately obtained using ray tracing. Nevertheless,
using the graphics hardware, we cannot compute easily the intersection between the light ray SM
and the surface. For a fast estimation of the distance ||KM||, without the need of detailed information
about the surface, we propose to use planar approximations of the surface which, when intersected
by the light ray SM, gives a reasonable estimate of the position of the point K (see Figure 7).
Note that in [15] the authors present a method addressing a similar problem and implemented on the
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GPU. They use a planar approximation method to compute the point hit by a reflected or a refracted
ray. Their method provides more accurate results and performs planar approximations at runtime
based on the model’s geometry and rays (reflected or refracted). Our method is faster since all the
planar approximations are performed in a simple preprocessing step, only based on the model’s
geometry and the material properties (extinction coefficient).
First, let us consider the points M on the ray path close to point P. In this case, we observe that
replacing the surface by its tangent plane at P offers a reliable estimate of the distance. This is due
to the proximity of the intersection between the real surface and the light ray and the intersection of
the light ray with the tangent plane. Most of the light scattered at points close to P strikes the surface
at points also close to the point P. Figure 7(b) presents the surface approximation (in red) that can
be used for these points M. Note in Figure 7(b) that this approach is not reliable when the light
enters at points far from P since the tangent plane gives an incorrect estimate of the light entry point.
Nevertheless, in these latter cases, the attenuation of light is significant compared to the attenuation
of light impinging onto a close neighborhood of P. This is due to the distance of light traversal. We
consider then that the tangent plane offers a reliable approach of the surface to estimate the scattering
contributions, even if it does not give accurate results for some low-level contributions as explained
before.

(a) Single Scattering

(b) Planar Approximations

Figure 7: Reduced intensity estimation using an estimate of the distances.
For more distant points beneath the surface, the tangent plane at point P does not offer a satisfying
approximation of the surface. Therefore, the tangent plane at point P does not approximate well
enough the surface points at which the light enters before being scattered deeply within the medium.
In Figure 7(b), the intersection between the tangent plane and the light ray SMmax is far away from
the real intersection point. We propose to use another planar approximation of the surface which
allows a more accurate estimation of the distance traversed by the light within the medium. This
new plane is drawn in green in the Figure 7(b). For these distant points, to calculate the distance
KM, we need to make use of a plane that better approximates the surface around the point P where
the light intersects it. Such a plane is determined in a preprocessing step using a least square fitting
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Figure 8: Neighborhood for the estimation of the plane related to Mmax .
algorithm operating on the vertices of the surface included in a spherical neighborhood centered at
point P.
The Figure 8 shows the points used for the calculation of such a plane whose intersection with the
view ray yields a reliable estimate of KM. For each vertex V of the surface, we calculate its
spherical neighborhood following the radiative transfer equation: points far from the vertex V do
not contribute to its outgoing radiance. Since the light follows an exponential attenuation within the
medium, the vertices are considered as ’too far’ from the considered vertex V when their distance
from V is higher than a given maximum radius. The radius of the neighborhood, represented by
a sphere, depends on the extinction coefficient of the material σt . The attenuation for a straight
traversal of the light from a vertex L to the vertex V is equal to e−σt V L (in our case, σt is the
extinction coefficient of the first layer). If we consider that the light coming from the vertex taken
into account in the plane calculation as to be attenuated less than a user defined ε , it leads to the
equation of the radius r of the sphere, derived as follows:
e−σt V L
V L
which leads to:
r=−

≤ε
ε)
≤ − log(
σt ,

(7)

log(ε )
σt

(8)

In Figure 8 the vertices out of the sphere are not taken into account for the plane estimation. The approximated plane is then obtained with a surface fitting technique using a root mean square method.
The Figure 7(b) shows the surface approximation in green and the corresponding intersection with
the light ray.
For a point M of intermediate depth, i.e. between point P and point Mmax on the ray path, we
propose to use another approximating plane for the calculation of the attenuation distance KM. This
new plane is obtained using the tangent plane and the approximated plane computed for the point
Mmax , calculated as described above. Each plane is represented by a normal and a point. The plane
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related to M is denoted ΠM {NM ; PM }. The normal vector to this plane is obtained by interpolation
of the normal to the tangent plane, i.e., the normal of the surface at point P, and the normal to the
plane related to the point Mmax .

NM = 1 |[α NP + β NMmax ]
(α +β )
ΠM :
(9)
PM = (α +1 β ) [α PP + β PMmax ],
where α = MMmax  and β = MP
The calculation of K  M, estimate of KM, is presented in Figure 9(a), where: h = |PM M · NM |,
h/K  M = cos(θ ) and NM · ωin = cos(θ ), which leads to:
K  M =

|PM M · NM |
|NM · ωin |

(10)

(a) Calculation of the distance using the plane approx- (b) Estimation of the distances with the depth at point
imation
M and point K 

Figure 9: Distance Calculation.
In the case of a multilayered material, the attenuation of the incident light depends on the parameters
of each layer. For a three layers material, the Equation 6 is modified as follows:
Lri (M, ωin ) = Li (K, ωin )e−σt d1 e−σt d2 e−σt d3 ,
1

2

3

(11)

where di and σti are respectively the distance of the light path inside the ith layer and the extinction
coefficient of this layer. We propose to estimate the distances using the same idea proposed above.
To obtain a correct information on the thickness of the layers along the light ray path, we require
a ray tracing or ray marching algorithm with a large number of texture lookup into the subsurface
map. Since we want a fast estimate of the reduced intensity, we do not use such algorithms and still
calculate the distance K  M as presented above, without taking the multiple layers into account.
To estimate the distances di , distances traversed by the light inside the ith layer, we use the depths
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K

DM
j and D j stored into the subsurface texture map for points M and K respectively, as shown in

Figure 9(b). We obtain the texture coordinates of the points M and K by projecting the vector PM,
respectively PK  , into the tangent space and adding the results to the texture coordinates of point
P. If we suppose that the layer thicknesses between point M and point K  are constant, then we can
estimate the light path length in each layer:
i−1

Dj
Di
,
),
j=0 cos(θ ) cos(θ )

di ≈ min (K  M − ∑
DM −DK

(12)



where D j = j 2 j is an estimate of the jth layer’s thickness. This estimate gives reliable results in
most cases and can be quickly evaluated.

(a) Ray marching

(b) Input variables. Note that the tangent T and the
binormal B are not represented

Figure 10: Illustration of algorithms 1 and 2.

2.3 Algorithm
The implementation of the different ideas exposed before is described by the Algorithms 1 and 2.
Single scattering computation uses a ray marching algorithm from the point P to the point Mmax
(see Figure 10(a)). Performed in image space, our method is efficiently implemented on commodity
graphics hardware. Some implementation details are described at the end of this section.
Our method consists of three steps: (1) estimation of the reduced intensity Lri that depends on the
light attenuation along KM, K being the entry point of the light into the medium, (2) computation of
the light scattered at point M and (3) attenuation calculation of the scattered light along PM.
Firstly, we compute the reduced intensity as explained by the Algorithm 2. This latter computes
the light ray/surface intersection as well as the distances traversed by light within each layer as seen
in Subsection 2.2. The output of this algorithm is the light attenuation along KM, useful for the
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calculation of the reduced intensity.
Secondly, the single scattering term Q(M, ωout ) is computed following Equation 2 and using the
phase function as well as the scattering
coefficient of the layer containing point M.
P
Finally, the attenuation term e M −σt (s)ds along the path MP is computed. As we are using a ray
marching algorithm, the attenuation at the next sample point along the viewing ray can be computed
using the attenuation at the previous sample point. In this way, for two consecutive sample points
MN and MN+1 on the path PMmax we have then:
P

e

MN+1

−σt (s)ds

M
P
( M N −σt (s)ds+ M
−σt (s)ds)
N
N+1

=e

P

=e

MN

−σt (s)ds

 MN

e

MN+1

−σt (s)ds

(13)

In the two algorithms, the scattering terms σti ,σsi and pi correspond to the extinction coefficient,
the scattering coefficient and the phase function of the ith layer, respectively. Given a sample point
M, the objective is to determine the layer containing it and the associated values of the scattering
terms accordingly. When comparing the depth of point M with the layer depths obtained by a single
texture look-up, one can obtain the layer to which belongs M. To perform the texture lookup, PM is
projected into the tangent space. This projection is obtained using the projection of vector PMmax ,
(ds, dt), in Algorithm 1.
The functions FindLayer() and LayerThickness() used in Algorithms 1 and 2 are texture look-up
functions giving respectively the number of the layer containing a point (using a depth comparison)
and the thickness of the layers for given texture coordinates.
Following these algorithms, the outgoing radiance of each visible point of the projected translucent
object is computed in the fragment shader. Some details of the rendering process using the graphics
hardware are presented hereafter.
The planar approximation, needed for the estimation of the reduced intensity and presented in Subsection 2.2, is done in a preprocessing step for each vertex of the mesh representing the surface of
the considered translucent object. To each vertex V , we apply a surface fitting algorithm that results
in a normal NSV to the approximated plane and a point PV lying on this plane. Indeed, only NSV has
to be saved since PV can be recovered using:
PV = V + NSV NV

(14)

where NV is the normal at vertex V.
At runtime, for each visible point P of the translucent object, a rasterization step calculates the normal NP at point P and the approximated plane normal NSP corresponding to P. This approximated
plane normal is obtained by interpolating the normals of the approximated planes precomputed for
each vertex of the mesh’s triangle containing P. This step also provides the texture coordinates
(uP , vP ) of the point P as well as the tangent and bi-normal vectors at P, say T and B. Then, these
data are sent to the fragment shader which computes the single scattering.
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Before running the ray marching algorithm, the fragment shader determines the point Mmax (lying on
the viewing ray and within the medium) beyond which scattering is considered as negligible. Mmax
is obtained as:
Depthmax
Mmax = P −
ωout
(15)
NSP · ωout
NSP is the normal of the approximated plane associated with point P. As shown in Figure 10, the
direction of the normal at point P does not point precisely to the medium depth, in particular when
the surface is bumpy. On the contrary, the normal NSP of the approximated plane can be used to
describe the global depth direction without extra computations.
The other parts of our method can be implemented straightforwardly following Algorithms 1 and 2.
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Algorithm 1 Subsurface Texture Mapping
Input
See Figure 10(b)
SubsurfaceTexture
numbero f samples = N
Initialization
L(P, ωout ) = 0
AttenuationPM = 1.0
//Index of the current layer: CurrentLayer = 0
max
Mmax = P − Depth
NSP ·ωout ωout
PMmax
PMstep =
numbero f samples
//Project the vector PMmax into the tangent space
(ds, dt) = (PMmax .T, PMmax .B)
(ds, dt)
TextureCoordinatesStep =
numbero f samples
(uM , vM ) = (uP , vP )
depthM = 0
depthStep = PMstep.N
Ray marching algorithm
for i = 0 to numbero f samples do
//Point M localization:
CurrentLayer = FindLayer(depthM,(uM , vM ),
SubsurfaceTexture)
//Estimate the reduced intensity:
Lri (M, ωin ) = ReducedIntensityComputation(
P,M,S,SubsurfaceTexture)
//(see Algorithm 2).
//Estimate the single scattering at point M:
L(M, ωout ) = σsCurrentLayer × Lri (M, ωin )
×pCurrentLayer (M, ωin , ωout )
//Attenuate the scattered radiance along PM and add the contribution of point M:
L(P, ωout )+ = L(M, ωout ) × AttenuationPM
×PMstep
//Move to the next sample M and compute its texture coordinates and attenuation:
(uM , vM )+ = TextureCoordinatesStep
depthM+ = depthStep
M+ = PMStep
CurrentLayer
PMstep
AttenuationPM× = e−σt
for
PI nend
˚ 1806
return L(P, ωout )
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Algorithm 2 Reduced intensity computation
Input
See Figure 10(b)
i : sample number
currentLayer
Point M
Texture coordinates (uM , vM )
Initialization
Lri (M, ωin ) = 0
AttenuationKM = 1.0
//Obtain the planar surface approximation:
ωin = normalize(MS)
(i.NP + (numbero f samples − i).NSP )
NM =
(numbero f samples)
(i.PMmax + (numbero f samples − i).P)
PM =
(numbero f samples)
cos(θ ) = NM · ωin
//Calculate the distance KM:
M.NM 
KM = PMcos(
θ)
//Compute the thickness of the layers at point M:
M
M
M
(DM
1 , D2 , D3 , D4 ) =LayerThickness(M,(uM , vM ),
SubsurfaceTexture)
//Compute the thickness of the layers at point K:
K = M + KMωin
(uK , vK ) = (uP , vP ) + (PK.T, PK.B)
(DK1 , DK2 , DK3 , DK4 ) =LayerThickness(K,(uK , vK ),
SubsurfaceTexture)
//Average thicknesses:
M
M
M
(D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 ) = 12 ((DM
1 , D2 , D3 , D4 )
K
K
+(D1 , D2 , DK3 , DK4 ))
for j = 0 to 4 do
Dj
j−1 Dn
d j = min (KM − ∑n=0
cos(θ ) , cos(θ ) )
end for
//Calculate the attenuation along KM:
1
2
3
4
AttenuationKM = e−σt d1 .e−σt d2 .e−σt d3 .e−σt d4
//Estimate the reduced intensity:
Lri(M, ωin ) = Li (K, ωin ).AttenuationKM
Irisa
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Results

We have implemented our subsurface scattering method using fragment programs written in nVidia
Cg and experimented with several translucent objects. All the RGBα subsurface textures used in
this paper have a resolution of 800 × 600. The results given in this paper have been obtained on a
3.8 GHz PC with 1024 MB of memory and a GeForce 7800GTX with 256 MB of memory.
For the sake of more realism, we have added specular (glossy) and diffuse reflection components
to the fish model to give the fish’s skin a scaly and shiny appearance. Note that the glossiness
emphasizes the translucent appearance of our objects (see [16] for more details).
The data used for the fish model are given by Figures 12 and 11. Even though the geometry of the
fish model is coarse, as shown in Figure 11, our method allows to exhibit finer details as shown in
Figure 13. This is due to our fine subsurface relief textures.

Figure 11: Our method does not require densely tesselated objects, hence reducing the cost of vertex
processing.
An RGBα subsurface texture encodes the thickness of the layers. One channel of the texture refers
to one layer. Note that each channel is created as a single grayscale image describing the distance
from the layer to the surface of the translucent object. A subsurface texture is easily created as
follows. First, we use an image processing software to create grayscale images, where the intensity
of a pixel is inversely proportional to the thickness. In other words, a high intensity corresponds to
a low thickness. Next, we map this subsurface texture on the meshed model using a 3D modeler.
Figure 12(a) represents the compositing of the channels corresponding to three layers. The channel
α is not used for the fish model. the red channel is almost constant and describes a first layer with
a constant thickness. The next layers presented in Figures 12(b) and 12(c) correspond to the green
and blue channels.
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(a) RGB Subsurface texture map

(b) Green channel

(c) Blue channel

Figure 12: Subsurface texture map of the fish model.
Table 1 gives the scattering coefficients used for the fish model. We have used the Schlick phase
1−g2
function p(θ ) = 4π (1+g
where θ is the angle between ωin and ωout and g is called the average
cos(θ ))2
cosine describing the degree of anisotropy of the phase function. Note that the parameter g of the
phase function as well as the extinction and scattering coefficients are not uniform.

Layers
Dermis
Blood
Organs

σs (mm−1 )
R
G
B
2.0 1.0 1.0
6.0 3.0 2.0
1.0 1.0 2.0

σt (mm−1 )
R
G
B
2.6 1.6 1.6
6.6 3.6 2.6
1.5 1.5 2.5

g
0.25
0.40
0.80

Table 1: Scattering coefficients used for the fish model.
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Figure 13 shows images provided by our method and corresponding to two different light configurations. Three point light sources are used, one behind, one beneath and one in front of the object.
One can easily and accurately distinguish the internal structure of the fish model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Fish model under two different lighting configurations.
The number of light sources increases the rendering time but does not represent the main bottleneck
of the algorithm which is the ray marching step. The different pictures presented in this paper have
been computed with 100 sampling points along the viewing ray. Table 2 gives a comparison of the
rendering times for different models with different sample numbers (see Figure 14). All the models
have been rendered at a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels.
number of samples
10
50
100

fish model
126 fps
51 fps
20 fps

gecko model
120 fps
33 fps
16 fps

Table 2: Comparison of the rendering time for different sample numbers

(a) 10 samples

(b) 20 samples

(c) 50 samples

(d) 100 samples

Figure 14: Fish model rendered with different number of samples.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Close-up of the fish model, with subsurface mapping and geometry.
Images rendered with only 10 samples suffer from aliasing artifacts. This aliasing problem depends
on the global depth of the layers. Nevertheless, artifacts disappear in most cases for ray marching
with 50 samples or more. The images created with 50 samples and 100 samples are almost similar
(some small differences can appear at grazing angles).
Figure 15 shows a closer view of the fish model. Notice the volumetric appearance of the interior,
even with a coarse mesh. The specular effect gives the viewer a hint of the position of the model’s
surface, giving then a good idea of the inner distances.
Our rendering algorithm provides the objects with a translucent appearance with new effects due to
the variability of the layer thicknesses. Indeed, the eyes and the abdomen of the fish appear darker
because of their proximity to the surface. The bumps on the gecko skin are more or less visible
depending on the position of the viewpoint. These volumetric effects are commonly observed in our
daily life and can be easily interpreted by an observer.
The Figures 17 and 18 give some results obtained using two other objects: a gecko model and
a human head model. For the gecko model, subsurface texture mapping is used to describe its
translucent bumpy skin. Since the thickness of the skin is small, the relief appearance is less visible
compared to the fish model. As for the human head model, the skin is described using a veins
subsurface texture comparable to the one presented in Figure 4(a). The skin of these two models is
composed of three layers.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed a method for modeling and rendering subsurface scattering in real-time using
programmable GPUs. Our method allows an intuitive description of complex materials made up of
multiple layers of variable thickness, offering then new effects often observable in our daily life. Our
layer description is simple since it uses classical texturing already available in commodity graphics
cards. With this description it is possible to represent multilayered translucent objects at a low cost
(low memory storage) using the different channels of a texture. Computing subsurface scattering
requires the determination of the points at which a light ray enters the translucent object. We have
proposed a fast method based on locally planar approximation of object’s surface to approximate
these points.
Our method computes single scattering for objects lit by point light sources. Our next goal is to
compute single scattering under environment lighting condition. The use of an environment map
would lead to complex estimates of the reduced intensity. Another goal is to tackle the problem of
multiple scattering computation. Our current algorithm can also be improved following the ideas
proposed in [13] describing non-height-field surface details with multiple layers.
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(a)

Figure 16: Fish model : 1396 vertices, 2788 triangles
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Figure 17: Rendering of a gecko model : 9774 vertices, 10944
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Figure 18: Rendering of a human head model : 36572 vertices, 73088 triangles.
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